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Setting up your
Compact Instant Awning

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

Remove the frame from the carry bag and place on a level surface.
 
Pull the Peak Pole (located in the centre of the frame) upwards until it clicks and locks in position.
 
With one person on each side, hold the corners of the frame and walk backwards opening the frame 
out to arms width. Now drape the canopy over the frame and connect the canopy to the Velcro pads 
on all four corners of the frame.
 
Now extend the height of the MIDDLE leg section (effectively separating the two black brackets at 
the base of the legs) until they click into position.
 
Extend two middle legs on the same side first before extending the opposite two legs.
 

Continue
to steps
6 to 10
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06.

07.

08.

09.

10.

Now stand in the middle of the frame with your partner opposite and you will see a diamond shape in the 
truss bars. Squeeze the top and bottom of this diamond together whilst walking backwards.
 
Now click the sliding corner brackets into position by pushing the bracket upwards with one hand whilst 
applying downwards pressure on the top of the frame with the other.
 
The frame is now locked in position, and the final stage is to extend the LOWER legs so that the Compact 
Instant Awning is at a usable height.
 
To extend the lower legs, lift the leg slightly off the ground and press down on the red pull pin lever. Extend 
the lower leg out until it clicks into the first position. Repeat on the opposite two legs.

Each leg can now be extended to one of five height settings, however for maximum stability we recommend 
extending to the third height setting only (leaving only two holes visible). Setup is now complete.
 


